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“5 years to collect and recreate Rembrandt’s ‘Circle of Friends’” 
 
 

In the West, collecting as a family has become quite sophisticated – especially in Europe, 
where a significant number of families have a history of collecting for hundreds of years.  
The Medicis during the Renaissance, the Rothschilds who created the entire modern 
financial and banking system in Europe, and the Wildensteins who were the largest dealer 
for Le Louvre Museum, have all built their respective collections through generations of 
art sponsorship and acquisition. Their collections are often characterized not only by their 
breadth, but also their secrecy. Recently, the high-profile arrival of 17th century Dutch 
Golden Age collectors, Thomas S. Kaplan and Daphne Recanati Kaplan, has introduced 
an entirely new model. 
 
In 2003, Kaplan, an American mining investor, bought a small oval painting in London. 
A few months later, the piece was officially attributed to Gerrit Dou. Ever since, the 
Kaplans have been acquiring works by 17th century Dutch Golden Age artists. In just 5 
years, they purchased over 250 paintings and rapidly became the largest and most 
important private collectors of 17th century Dutch painting masterpieces.  
 
Shortly after the conclusion of The Leiden Collection’s debut at the Louvre, the show 
“Rembrandt and His Time: an Exhibition by the American Leiden Collection” was 
launched at the National Museum of China on 17 June. Some 70 of the classical 
masterpieces arrived in Beijing, including 11 works by Rembrandt and 1 piece by the 
genius Vermeer. According to a Christie’s classical paintings expert, there are only two 
works by Vermeer in private hands. 
 
Named after a holy place of art 
 
It is a tradition in the West to name a collection after one’s family name. Yet Thomas 
Kaplan named his collection The Leiden Collection. Leiden is a small town some 15 
kilometers southwest of Amsterdam and the birthplace of Rembrandt. Many of his 
followers studied in Leiden, including Gerrit Dou – the first and most influential student 
of Rembrandt who is also the founder of the “Fijnschilders”. 
 
From the iconic masterpiece Minerva in Her study to the storytelling Young Girl in a 
Gold-Trimmed Cloak, the paintings displayed in the National Museum of China include 
nearly all of the most important works from The Leiden Collection. Another highlight of 
the exhibition is Young Woman Seated at a Virginal by Vermeer, which was painted on a 
piece of cloth from the same batch as The Lacemaker in the Louvre. These two paintings 
were produced during Vermeer’s later years. In addition, the Beijing show includes four 
masterpieces by Jan Lievens, who was Rembrandt’s friend in their Leiden studio; nine 
major works by Gerrit Dou; six paintings by Rembrandt’s most dazzling contemporary, 
Jan Steen; precious copper portraits by portrait master Frans Hals; and Hagar and the 
Angel by Rembrandt’s student Carel Fabritius, who also painted The Goldfinch. Out of 13 
works by Fabritius, Hagar and the Angel is currently the only privately owned one.  



 
Lara Yaeger-Crasselt, Curator of The Leiden Collection, specializes in 17th century Dutch 
and Flemish art. She is also the curator of the Beijing “stop” on The Leiden Collection’s 
international tour. Lara divided the show into three major themes of the Golden Age: 
portraits, historical paintings, and genre paintings. Understandably so, the exhibition 
begins with Rembrandt’s works. Three paintings from Rembrandt’s “Senses” series hang 
on the red wall. According to Lara, it is believed that there are a total of five pieces in this 
series (though one remains lost) and three belong to The Leiden Collection – among 
which is Unconscious Patient (Allegory of Smell), bought by Kaplan in 2016.  
 
The story behind this oil on panel, 20-centimeters painting is quite intriguing. In 2015, it 
was auctioned in New Jersey at a starting price of only 500 dollars and catalogued as 
“unknown artist from the 19th century”. A gallery in Paris won the bid for 1 million 
dollars. The painting was acquired by The Leiden Collection shortly thereafter. To their 
surprise, Rembrandt’s signature was discovered during the restoration process. 
 
Steady, precise, and rapid collecting 
 
Collections tend to be built over generations. “The biggest difference between Chinese 
and foreign collectors has to do with the very culture of collecting. There is a long history 
of collecting abroad, while in China it was interrupted,” said Shi Jian Bang, a senior art 
consultant. China experienced a cultural decline during which family collections 
disappeared, while in Western countries, despite two wars, the tradition endured. After 
only five years, the Kaplans had become a force in the collecting world. Unlike their 
more cautious predecessors, they built their collection in a steady, but also precise and 
rapid, fashion – which quickly placed them amongst the world’s leading collectors. 
 
“During the five years between 2003 and 2008, we acquired on average one painting per 
week,” Kaplan shared. During these five “hectic” years, they would at times purchase one 
piece in the morning and one in the afternoon. Dealers grew concerned that they might 
one day regret such a spending spree, but they never did. Compared with the vigorous 
style of the Kaplans, traditional family collections tend to follow a much slower – and 
indeed secretive – path. 
 
Known as the world’s most guarded family, the Rothschild family also happens to be a 
significant collector of seventeenth century Dutch art. At the end of 2015, the family 
priced two portraits by Rembrandt for sale at 160 million euros (about 1.14 billion yuan). 
Faced with such a high amount, the Rijksmuseum and the Louvre staged a stunning 
cooperation agreement, raising enough funds to buy both works. These legendary 
paintings were finally brought to light. To this day, it is unclear how wealthy the 
Rothschilds are and how many masterpieces they possess. Since 1830, the family has 
developed close relationships with artists from all over the world and developed 
numerous collections. However, such prestigious collections were rarely made accessible 
to the public.  As a matter of policy, the Rothschild family “always buys the very best, 
irrespective of price” – the logic being that “the best” would only increase in value. The 
family’s interest in the Golden Age, therefore, mostly has to do with asset allocation. 



Yang Hao, founder of the Boundless Art Collection, specializes in the appreciation for 
and research of paintings by European Old Masters. According to her, who has a deep 
knowledge of Western classical masters, “works from the Dutch Golden Age will never 
depreciate in value.” 
 
Works from that particular artistic era were also the first choice of the Kaplans – both 
because of Thomas’ passion for them since a young age, and their ability to hold value 
over time. With the support of six experts and art consultants, the Kaplans have already 
assembled works from over fifty Dutch Golden Age artists. These artists are all 
connected in one way or another – whether as teachers, students, or friends. With 
Rembrandt at the center, these 250 pieces or so have somehow recreated the Dutch 
master’s “circle of friends” from the Golden Age. 
 
Professional collecting 
 
Working closely with art professionals towards assembling a collection may be what 
differentiates Western collectors from Chinese ones. “Chinese collectors don’t believe in 
dealers and intermediaries. They mostly purchase based on personal judgment, which 
also lends itself more easily to a “profit-making” approach. Westerners would typically 
hire an art expert, and the commission they would pay would represent a sort of 
guarantee. The consultant would then be accountable if he or she were to buy the wrong 
piece. This ultimately comes down to the spirit of the contract,” says Shi Jian Bang. 
 
Kaplan would describe his relationship with these “treasure hunters” with two words: 
loyalty and trust, which is precisely how The Leiden Collection was able to establish 
itself and grow so quickly. In addition to Lara, there are four members on The Leiden 
Collection staff, each responsible for management, registration, coordination, and 
documentation. In the prints of this exhibition, one can appreciate the analysis and 
interpretation of each work provided by The Leiden Collection, including very clear 
records about the most important issue in the collecting world – namely, provenance. 
 
There is no shortage of Western collectors of classical masterpieces, but most of them 
remain anonymous. Very few are as high-profile as Kaplan. He explained: “To help the 
general public understand and appreciate art, collections have to be shared.” Since its 
establishment, The Leiden Collection has become the only private “Lending Library” of 
classical masterpieces. It has loaned art works to major museums in Europe, the United 
States, and Japan on some 170 occasions and always anonymously. Kaplan only owns 
one dedicated gallery on Madison Avenue in New York. Most of his collected works are 
loaned to various institutions. He himself has even hardly seen some of them. 
 
This international tour represents the first time that The Leiden Collection is introduced 
as a single entity before the public. In addition to providing the Chinese people with an 
opportunity to enjoy these masterpieces, perhaps the collecting model established by the 
Kaplans will also prove a source of inspiration for local collectors. 
 

 


